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CALENDAR:
Future JGSGO Programs + others
Tuesday, March 12: Regular Mecting, 7:00 p.m., Senior
Lounge, JCC, "Black Sheep on the Family Tree"
several anecdotes by members, chaired by: Jay Schleichkorn

Sunday, April 7: The 11th Annual Gcnealogical Workshop,
"Jewish Genealogy - Beginner's Workshop" noon to 5 p.m.,
Auditorium, JCC

Tuesday, April 9: Regular Meeting, 7:00 p.m., Senior
Lounge, JCC, Program: "Finding Helpful Strangers on thc
Internet" presented by Paul Enchclmayer

Tuesday, May 14: Regular Meeting, 7:00 p.m., Senior
Lounge, JCC, program to be announced.

Sunday-Friday, August 4-9, 2002: 22 IAJGS International
Conference on Jewish Genealogy, Toronto, Canada

\
$20 or $25 is all it cost to be a member ofJGSGO.
If you haven't submitted your dues, DO IT TODAY!
(Read the President's Message, pg. 3)
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This is not just a
reminder but an urgent
appeal! If you haven't sent
your membership renewal
please make that a priority.
At our February 12 meeting,
it was reported that only 38
of our 68 year 2001 members
have renewed membership.

That's only 55%. Our
JGSGO has several financial
responsibilities such as meet-
ing space rental, publication
and mailing of our newsletter-
journal Etz Chaim, special subscriptions, IAJGS
membership fee, PO Box rental, reproduction of materials,
postage, etc. And I recognize that not every member can
attend a meeting but we need your financial support. We
are here to assist you in your genealogical research, even if its
bye-mail! So please take a minute or two and forward your
dues to our P.O. Box (see page 2). For your information, here
is our annual membership fees (January through December) :

Out-of-town (50 mile radius) $15.00
JCC members........................................ 20.00
Local members....................................... 25.00
Sponsors.................................................. 50.00
Patrons l00.00

Please also note that our newly appointed librarian, Herb
Adler, is looking for some help in re-organizing our library
located in the Holocaust Center, Maitland. Several people
have volunteered. If you are interested in assisting with this
project, please contact Herb at: herbela@adelphia.net

Our 11th Annual Workshop has been scheduled for
Sunday afternoon, April 7. The theme is "Jewish Genealogy
Beginner's Workshop". It will be held in the JCC auditorium
in Maitland from noon to 5:00 p.m. One of our "newer"
members, Howard L. Seligson has volunteered to serve as the
"workshop coordinator." Please read the column to the right
and the registration information on page 4. That will give
you a good idea about the registration procedures. If you can
"spread the word" about the workshop that would help with
the registration. You may also want to volunteer and assist
Howard in making this workshop a success. His e-mail is:
HowardlS@aol.com>

Finally, if you have any special ideas for programs
related to genealogy that would be of interest to our members
at a regular meeting, please contact me.

And accept my best wishes for a good Passover
holiday!

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE .

SimSecMuu1i
(e-mail: SSeckbach@aol.com

SELIGSON NAMED JGSGO
WORKSHOP COORDINATOR
The Jewish Genealogical Society of Greater Orlando

announced the appointment of Howard L. eligson of
Longwood as Coordinator of the organizations' lIth annual
genealogy workshop. The program, "Jewish Genealogy
-Beginners Workshop" will be held Sunday afternoon, April 7,
from noon to 5 p.m., in the auditorium of the Jewish
Community Center, Maitland.

In the Greater Orlando area, the JGSGO has a
history of offering workshops to assist those interested in
developing their family history or undertaking genealogical
research. According to Sim Seckbach, president,
"Encouraging individuals in our community to participate in
the second most popular hobby in tbe United States today, is a
major objective of tbe officers and members of the JGSGO."

Seligson brings a broad leadersbip and unique
background to the JGSGO. A Certified Investment
Management Consultant, he bas more than 35 years of
experience in the financial services industry. Witb Merrill
Lynch, he served in a management role in
Winter Park, FL, Phoenix, AZ, Corpus Christi, TX, and
Indianapolis, In. In 1985, Seligson stepped down from
management and returned to tbe Winter Park office as a
Financial Consultant. He currently is a Vice President,
Wealth Management Advisor at tbe Merrill
Lynch office. Florida. Locally, Seligson served on the Board
of Directors of the Seminole Community Mental Health
Center and is a past president of Temple Israel. He is
married to Brenda Myers (in the photo below witb Howard).
They bave 3 sons, Michael, and twins Brian and David.

Seligson will bave tbe full cooperation of experienced
JGSGO members and genealogists in conducting the
workshop. Commenting on tbe program, Seligson said "we
hope to reduce the frustration that many people experience
when they begin their journey in finding their ancestors."
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Cover Story:
RESEARCHING
HISTORY

YOUR FAMILY

At the November 13th meeting of the JGSGO, Carl
Migden presented an interesting and well-illustrated talk on
writing a memorial book and searching for your family
history. Using an overhead projector, Carl described what
went into the development and production of his Migden
Family History book. As residents of Tarnopol, Carl
described the variations in the spelling of the Migden name.
"It can be translated," he said, "as something sweet, sugary,
confectionery, delicacy."

With a table full of photos and documents, Carl
emphasized the need to communicate with various archives
and sources. "It pays to send a letter even if it's a stab in the
dark" he said. By writing the State Archives in L'vov,
Ukraine, Carl was able to discover there were various
documents on the Migdens which he could purchase. "About
40 documents were sent to me," Carl said, "even before
payment was made." He also received documents from the
Warsaw Archives in German and Polish,

Carl indicated the death record of the oldest
Migden, Chayeie, found to date was 1830 which put the birth
year as 1755.

Using the Internet was most helpful Carl reported.
He used the Jewish Polish Indexing (JRI) where he found
lists of births from 1866 -1899 of Migden Families in
Tarnopol. On E-Bay, Carl found street scenes and
photographs of the old synagogue in Taroopol. He spoke of
the importance of finding the ship's manifest as well as the
record of aliens held temporarily.

The 1910Census was an important resource for Carl.
It gave information related to the country of origin, number
of children the mother had, date of arrival in the US,
citizenship, occupation and relatives with the same name in
the same building. He obtained a photo of the building on
New York's Lower East Side from the Tax Department,
Municipal Archives.

An unusual document Carl found was Esra Migden's
Last Will and Testament, June 24, 1915. He was able to
obtain information from Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company showing the endowment policy was paid out in June
1916.

From Mt. Zion Cemetery in Queens, NY, Carl
received the Index Card showing the burial site for several
family members included a Baby Migden (Joseph/Jacob)
born June 17, 1906, who died a month later.

Carl showed his final product a memorial Book of
the Migden Family and spoke of its importance. "If you do
not want someone to throw out all your collected genealogical
material (when you are gone), write a Memorial Book. It's a
rewarding hobby that can bring you much satisfaction. It tells
a real family story for your family, for future generations and
for yourself. In that way your valuable research time and
energy will be preserved!"

"YOUR COUNTRY STORE
NATIONAL ARCHIVES"

Gladys Friedman Paulin, Professional Genealogist
and JGSGO member since 1993 was the speaker at the
society's meeting Tuesday, January 9,2002. •

Describing the National Archives as "your country
store," Gladys enlightened the members on the organization
of materials in the Archives and the extensive resources
available to all for genealogical research. Referring to the
holdings, Gladys used the overhead projector as well as copies
of material to describe the many publications that would be
useful to genealogists. The Archives have maps, still pictures,
videos, publications, documents, all related to the history of
our country. She spoke of the Guides to Genealogical
research, catalogs of microfilms, military service records,
immigrant passenger arrivals, and Federal court records.
Among other items, Gladys displayed general information
leaflets, select lists, inventories and descriptive pamphlets.

Referring to the Archives website, www.NASA.Gov,
Gladys suggested "don't go there unless you have an hour to
spare." Through the website you can go to various links
allowing access of records from home.

Gladys also spoke about the various forms that must
be used when seeking Passenger Records (NATF 81); Census
records (NATF 82); Military Records -pre WWI, (NATF 86)
and 20th century military records (80). She emphasized the
importance of sticking to "just the facts" when you make a
special request for information.

She spoke about the various rooms such as #400
with the microfilm open stacks. You also have Room 203
where you check finding aids and the 7th floor Archivist
office where your request is checked. While you wait in 203,
staff finds the material for you. Gladys indicated the staff is
very helpful but you should know what you are looking for.

While the emphasis was on the National Archives in
Washington, DC, Gladys also described the 9 Regional
Offices that are ready to serve you.

A question and answer period followed.

THE

REGISTRATION INFORMATION FOR
JGSGO WORKSHOP, SUNDAY,

April 7, 2002, noon-5 pm
In the JCC Auditorium, Maitland

The registration fee for the workshop
will be $ 18.00 (per household members) and
$12 (per household) for JGSGO members.

Early registration is recommended. To
register, send your name and address with a

check to: JGSGO, P.O. Box 941332,
Maitland, FL 32794-1332.

I----_--:;;....._-------.J
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"NAB THE LIVING!"
by Michael John Neill

It is easy to spend hours on the Internet, hoping to
find that elusive ancestor, hoping that somewhere, someone
has converted that one vital clue to digital form.
It is easy to spend hours in the courthouse, hoping that
somewhere an elusive relative has left some paper trail, a
record or a case file that will bring our brick walls tumbling
down. It is easy to spend hours in libraries, hoping that a
long-lost relative has already done our genealogy for us and
published it in book form. It is easy to spend hours in
cemeteries, hoping that one of our relatives had the
forethought to leave something on their tombstone other than
the word "dead." The "dead" are the apparent focus of
genealogy.

Sometimes in our rush to find information on the
dead we tend to forget an excellent genealogical source: the
living. This "source" is sometimes not easy to read, not easy
to interpret, and not easy to access. And yet the living are our
most direct connection to our past. Living family members
may hold information that is vital to our research,
information that may be in no library, no courthouse, or no
archive.

History books may tell us what life was like in the
1930s, but living family members can provide us with a
unique perspective. No one likes to completely "generalize"
their family history from information obtained in history
books.

The human brain is the most fragile of information
repositories. Thousands of these wonderful repositories cease
to exist every day. Some of these deaths are unexpected and
surprise us--the source is gone before we ever expected it
would be. We wait to visit the "source" like it is a far-off
courthouse or archives that will be standing forever. How
many courthouses and libraries are destroyed on
a regular basis? Regardless of your age, there might be other
family members who have information you do not. When I
began my family history research, I had six ancestors and
numerous aunts and uncles living. Some are not so fortunate.
Yet today, twenty some years later I have located more
distant relatives than I ever thought possible---many of whom
have some information on my family history.

Do you have cousins or more distant relatives? They
might know more about the family than you. Even younger
relatives might be aware of family details you know nothing
more about the family than your parents did. Their parents
might have talked more about their family than your parents
did. One of my ancestors had over fifty grandchildren. For a
long time the oldest grandchild had the only framed copy of a
picture of the grandparents. This grandchild gave this picture

continued on page 11....

JGSGOOSISEK NAMED TO
WORKSHOP FACULTY

Howard Seligson, Coordinator of the 2002 JGSGO
Annual Workshop has announced the participation of noted
genealogist, Ann Mohr Osisek, as a major presenter covering
several important areas in the forthcoming April 7 program.

Ann Mohr Osisek has been a resident of Central
Florida for the past 26 years and has served as Managing
Instructor for the Genealogy Program at the Disney Institute
in Orlando. Ann is an instructor for the Orange County Adult
Education Program through the Winter Park Community
School giving Beginning and Advanced classes in Family
History. She has also been a genealogical instructor for the
Elderhostel Program at three Central Florida locations and at
the John C. Campbell Folks School in Brasstown, NC. Her
interest in spreading the word of genealogy extends to
volunteer presentation for both Orlando and Seminole
County School Systems through the ADDitions Volunteer
Program. Ann speaks to various religious, ethnic and
professional organizations as well as genealogical and
historical societies. She has been a lecturer for the BookStop
and Barnes & Noble Booksellers. Ann is current Secretary
for the Florida State Genealogical Society, a Past President of
the Central Florida Genealogical Society, a member of the
National Genealogical Society, Daughters of Union Veterans
of the Civil War, and numerous genealogical and historical
societies in the northeast.

Ann has completed two years of courses at
Birmingham, Alabama's Samford University's Institute of
Genalogical Research and History.

In recognition of her contributions to the field of
genealogical education, Ann Osisek was the recipient of The
Florida State Genealogical Society's 1997 Outstanding
Achievement Award.

1 ------'----'---
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NEWS OF JGSGO MEMBERS ...

The Newlyweds
......Congratulations to Carl Migden on his marriage to
Karyn Angel. The wedding was really something special.
Since Carol and Karyn met on a ski trip way back in 1993 in
Steamboat Springs, CO, they decided to have their wedding
ceremony on the ski slopes. It was a cold day, December 31,
2001, at the top of Andesite Mountain in Big Sky, Montana,
but the wedding went off without a hitch. Dressed in warm
ski clothes, Carl also wore a tux. ..including the top hat! The
newlyweds have a home in Lake Mary.

.... Talk about "Thoroughly Modern Millie..... "
Here's an item about interviewing and Millie

Rosenbaum. Millie wrote, "My children, and especially my
grandchildren are very family minded. John gave me a copy
of Tom Brokaw's book -(a collection of the letters he had
received in response to his "Greatest Generation".) John gave
me the book with a request that I tell him how it was for his
grandpa and me during that time. He wanted details. Now we
plan to sit down together on my trips up to Atlanta and we
will video and possibly audio tape. I find that the memories
just flow when I get started and he is truly fascinated by it all.
Sometime in the past my daughters and I walked around the
house with a video camera and we talked about all my
'chatchkes'. They wanted to know the history of
them-whether they had been passed down, if they represented
a special occasion, etc. I derive a lot of pleasure just knowing
he is interested in all this."

CONGRA TULATIONS
GLADYS FRIEDMAN PAULIN,

"Gladys Friedman Paulin has received certification as a
Certified Genealogical Records Specialist (CGRS from the
Board for Certification of Genealogists (BCG). The BCG is a
non profit organization established in 1964 to promote
excellence in genealogical research teaching,
writing, publishing and Iibrarianship by those who
pursue genealogy as a profession or avocation. BCG,
since its founding, has stood for the highest standards
of excellence and ethics in genealogical research on
both personal and professional levels.

Its publications include a standards manual for all
genealogists and in 2001 the BCG published a manual for
professionals in the field.

A candidate for certification must submit to an
examination of his or her work as well as preparation
of test materials provided by the BCG. The submitted
portfolio is examined by three judges, each reviewing
the portfolio independently of each other. Approval is
required of all three judges before certification is
granted. Paulin was granted certification number
861 and is believed to be only the fourth Jewish
genealogist to receive such certification.

Paulin is past president of the Jewish Genealogical
Society of Greater Orlando and a former director of the
International Association of Jewish Genealogical
Societies. In addition to accepting research clients
she is a popular speaker in the area. She has been
selected to speak at the annual conference of the
Federation of Genealogical Societies (FGS) which will
be held in Ontario, CA, from August 7-10, 2002."
Note: CGRS, Certified Genealogical Records Specialist is a
Service Mark of the Board for Certification of Genealogists (Reg.), used
under license by board-certified associates who meet geuealogical
competency standards prescribed for those programs .

..... Voila.....Jay Schleichkon wrote an article about his
interest in a single grave in a small cemetery in Biloxi, MS
with a special connection to Paris, France. The article
appears in Revue di cercle de Genealogie Juive, No. 69,
Winter 2001, published in Paris. In 5 pages, printed in
English, Jay described the search for information. A
summary is given in French. Only one stele (headstone)
remains in the cemetery, that of Michael Levy, age 17, who
died September 22, 1897. Born in Paris, Michael was a
laborer who was in Biloxi only 3 months when he contracted
Intermittent Fever. The mystery of why only one stele
remains today, intrigued Jay. He enlisted the aid of Claudie
Blamont, president of the JGS in Paris. Thanks to her
research, Jay received Michel's birth certificate and his
parents marriage certificate. There's more research to be
done on the Levy Family.
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Let's Do An Oral History ...
Jay Schleichkom

Definition:
What is oral history? Donald A. Ritchie, author of

"Doing Oral History" offers a good definition (Twaynes Oral
History #15). "Simply put, oral history collects spoken
memories and personal commentaries of historical significance
through recorded interviews. An oral history generally consists
of a well-prepared interviewer questioning an interviewee and
recording their exchange on audio or videotape. "

The tradition of oral histories is legendary as people
told stories that were handed down from generation to
generation. Three thousand years ago, it is known that scribes
of the Zhou Dynasty in China collected the sayings of people
for the use of court historians.

The author Jules Michelle, who studied the French
revolution, a half-century after it took place, contrasted the
official documents with the recollections of peasants,
townsfolks, old men and women.

In the 1870's, the California publisher Hubert Howe
Bancroft started to compile the seven volume, History of
California (1884-1890)by sending students out to collect the
papers and reminiscences of the 19th century Mexican
military governors and civilian official as well as the first
American settlers.

In the American Civil War period, journalists used
interviewing techniques as the mainstay of their reporting on
the events of a battle.

According to author Donald Ritchie, in 1859 the NY
Tribune editor, Horace Greely, went west to conduct a special
interview of the Mormon patriarch, Brigham Young, in Salt
Lake City. That in itself launched a trend in newspaper
interviews.

And when Andrew Johnson in 1868 was facing
impeachment by Congress, he sought to present his side of the
situation by giving the first presidential interview for
attribution. "I want to give those fellows hell," Johnson told
the reporter who was interviewing him, "and I think I can do
it better through your paper or through a message, because
people read the paper more than they do messages. "

"Interviews became so popular," Ritchie wrote, "That
clever politicians took to preparing their own questions and
answer dialogues which obliging journalists published as
news. "

Following the history of oral interviews, Ritchie
describes how in the 1890s the US Bureau of Ethnography
sent researchers to record on was cylinders the songs and
stories of native Indians.

During the depression, the WPA (Works Progress
Administration) hired unemployed writers to interview
"ordinary citizens" and write their stories. Especially
valuable was the WPAs interviews with former slaves whose
stories altered fundamentally the "historical interpretation of
American slavery."

Another important step came during WWII when
President Roosevelt ordered all military facilities and
agencies to prepare records of their wartime experiences. The
US Army actually used heavy reel-to-reel tape recorders on
the battlefields to make the interviews part of the war's
history.

Our present interest in genealogy was stimulated by
author Alex Haley who popularized the methods and use of
oral history in his book, "Roots." Today, more people are
becoming aware of the need to be involved in genealogy. As
our relatives ages and memories start to fail, it is most
important to ask parents, grandparents and others to sit and
talk into a recording machine in an attempt to maintain some
form of historical information about the life and times of
yesteryear.

To avoid common mistakes, oral historians have
established standards for doing interviews and principles for
dealing ethically with interviewees. Oral histories are too
dynamic and creative a field to be entirely captured by any
single definition. Imaginative interviewers are always
developing new methods and uses of oral history. The
application of oral interviews in the field of genealogy has no
boundaries and allows for great creativity.

William Zimmerman, author of the popular
paperback book, "How to Tape Instant Oral Biographies, "
states, "Everyone has a story to tell... if only someone would
listen, if only someone would ask. "

Many of us may have had opportunities to
photograph our elders with the small 8 mm B&W cameras.
The you needed the appropriate projector and screen to view
the results. When color film was made available. many of us
made a point of filming the family vacation, at the pool and
the beach. We especially liked filming the grandchildren
visiting grandparents in Florida. How many of us ever
thought of making a documentary showing the life of our
grandparents?

Tape recorders helped to record our relative's voices
but do you remember how large the tape-to-tape united were
when first introduced. Today you can put the recorder in the
palm of your hand. In most situations, tape recorders have
lost out to the more popular video recorders.

Today we should use the video recorders for
genealogy. Perhaps we need to take the time to chose a dozen
tapes and edit the material into a 20 minute or so film. That's
a technique often left to the hobbyist or a specialized
company.

But none of that replaces the actual audio or video
planned interview. A good oral biography done in an
appropriate setting can draw families together. It can make a
person feel good about him or herself. It can preserve the
voices and faces of our family and play a vital role in
maintaining the family history.

And most of all, from the genealogical aspect, the
interview can be invaluable in reaching back into generations
of our family. Talking about where a relative came from, how
he or she got to America, the hardships, employment, travel,

continued ....pg. 8
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so much to give the younger members of a family an
awareness of what came before them.

Equipment:
If you only have access to a tape recorder, using that

for an interview is a start. Don't depend solely on using a
battery operated unit. Try to use an adapter and plug the
recorder to a standard electrical socket. If that is not
convenient, be sure to have extra batteries with you. And
before you start the interview, test for the appropriate sound
level and position of the microphone. Chose a quite area
without interference of phone calls, barking dogs, music, and
even singing birds.

Interviewing with a video camera is more involved
than using a tape recorders. You may want to use a
professional photographer with a fine camera, and the right
lighting. That depends on your budget. With a little
experience, you should be able to set a videocamera up with a
tripod and good light. The interviewee should be comfortably
seated. A table next to the subject should be used to hold
photos or special items to be shown during the interview.
Have spare videotapes ...and unwrap them before you start.
Tapes longer than 90 minutes should be avoided as they tend
to be very thin and can break.

Decide in advance whether the interviewer will be in
the picture and how often. Be aware of your starting time in
order to judge how much interviewing time you have left on
45 or 90 minute tape.

Preparation for the Interview:
Equipment is only part of the interview project. The

interviewer must be well-prepared and knowledgeable of the
historical period and hopefully familiar with the interviewees
background.

The primary objective of the oral interview is to help
you collect the spoken word and its relationship to the history
of the generations that came before you. Such interviews,
when done with planning, can teach us more about family
history and people who came before is as well as those who
have influenced our present time.

Being prepared as the interviewer means you have
done your homework. You should try to speak with other
members of the family before the interview. Try to follow-up
on some point made by other relatives. When possible,
establish your information in a time-line, i.e., life in the old
country, the trip to America, the arrival at a US port of entry,
WWI, the Great Depression, WWII, family situations,
medical problems, etc.

You may want to establish theme for the interview
such as the growing family, the good times and the bad,
employment histories, striving for education.

Michael John Neal, of the Genealogical Institute of
Mid-America in his article, "Nab the Living!" wrote, "History
books may tell us what life was like in the 1930s, but living
family members can provide us with a unique perspective. No
one likes to completely 'generalize' their family history from
information obtained in history books. "

Imagine if you could have recorded your
grandparents to hear a first-hand description about their
travels to America. Can you imagine what traveling in
steerage was like? How would they have described the
tenements of the lower East side? What experiences did they
have settling in the mid-west or down south? Fortunately we
can read about such experiences as described by others but
we miss the emotional sounds and the poignancy of the story
when we hear the voice-especially of a relative.

If you take on the role of an interviewer, you are
actually playing two roles. The interviewer is a guide who
helps the interviewee remember a happening in the past. The
second role is the interviewer serves as an "earwitness" to
history, one who is gathering the information; this requires
listening carefully and a lot of practice.

Asking the right questions:
As a potential interviewer, are you concerned about

asking the "right" questions? Remember, the interview is
basically being done to obtain information. You are not there
to be critical or adversarial. When the interviewee responds
to your question, you may want to encourage him or her to
provide an anecdote to illustrate the situation. That in turn
will bring out more information and very possibly allow the
interviewee to recall a particular individual. If that occurs,
you may want to ask about the individual's physical
characteristics and personality.

In any interview it is most important to avoid
questions that can easily be answered with a "yes" or "no."
For example, "Did you have a happy childhood?"

One could answer yes or no to that. But phrase is as "What
were some of the happy or difficult times in your childhood?"
Those require a thoughtful response and as such, may bring
back specific memories.

In her book, published in 2000, "Touching
Tomorrow: How to Interview Your Loved Ones to Capture a
Lifetime of Memories on Video or Audio," Mary Loverde
wrote, "Parents tend to share all this information with us when
we are too young to appreciate it. But as the years go by and we
grow wiser, we recognize the importance of connecting to our
elders before they're gone, and we want to create a record of
their lives that we can share with the next generation. "

Time is running out for many elderly family
members. Most of us will not have grandparents to interview.
We may recall some stories grandpa or grandma or your
mother or father spoke about. That makes them second hand
when you tell your children and possibly there's some
embellishment or somethings missing.

There probably are no survivors that can recall the
events of the great immigration period of 1895 to 1905. That
makes interviewing any family members even more
important. Information then becomes hearsay but consider
how you can verify such comments. Can you obtain the same
story from two or more sources? Does any family member
have reliable sources such as heirlooms, diaries, letters or
documents? And don't neglect the relatives who may live out
of your area. They may be very pleased to cooperate ....if

continued ... pg. 9
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THE JGSGO LIBRARy .....
On Tuesday, February 12, at the JGSGOI regular

meeting, Herb Adler, JGSGO's newly elected librarian,
called for volunteers to assist in reorganizing our "corner
library located in the library of the Holocaust Memorial
Center Maitland. Several people signed up and on Tuesday
February 19, Shirley Dornfest, Sim Seckbach, and Jay
Schleichkorn met Herb Adler at the library. According to
Herb, the library has 151 books 14 audios, some videos and
numerous genealogical society newsletters. "It's often a
question of how many of our members or individuals from the
community use the genealogical material in the JGSGO
collection," Herb indicated. "Regardless, we need to
reorganize the material occasionally to make it easily
accessible."

Herb also is hoping that some member or friend will
donate a new computer to JGSGO for use in the library. Our
old equipment needs a definite upgrading!

Members of the JGSGO in particular should take
advantage of what materials are on the shelves. If you are
interested in a specific area, it is suggested you contact Herb
Adler (herbela@adelphia.net) who will check his complete
list. Many of the books have been donated in the past by
members and some have been purchased. If you have any
genealogical books that you want to donate, contact Herb
Adler. And if you want to be part of the Library Committee,
also contact Herb (ph: 407-239-8195)

I to r: Shirley Dornfest, Herb Adler, Sim Seckbach, (photo by Jay Schleichkorn)
in the main library of the Holocaust center, The books shown in the background
are NOT part of the JGSGO collection,

The JGSGO shelves are located in the main
library of the Holocaust Memorial Center, Maitland Avenue,
on the JCC campus in Maitland. Access to the library is only
during the hours the Center is open to the public; Monday
through Thursday 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. and Friday 9 A.M. to
1:00 PM.

IBSSG - BLACKSHEEP GENEALOGY
Question: Re: BlackSheep-L@rootsweb.com

I have been wondering why some of you have IBSSG behind
your name? Then I saw someone
mentioning that a new lister was
entitled to have it behind the name.
Iam quite new to the list, can
someone please enlighten me?

Answer: " IBSSG stands for
International Blacksheep Society of
Genealogists, whose hallowed halls you stand within. Those
who openly proclaim their Blacksheep ancestors and those
who do it through our 'Private' process called the Tender
Lambs Program, (for those who have living Blacksheep or
delicate situations) may append IBSSG to their
names in Genealogy correspondences. This is our way of
recognizing each other in the many places we frequent, ( our
sheep pen is quite large, it rivals New Zealand in area and
quality of wool." Jeffery G. Scism, IBSSG

(From: ScismGenie@aol.com)

Let's Do An Oral History, continued....
asked. That of course will require planning your interview

schedule. There are many sources that offer suggested
questions that can be used in any interview. Jewishgen offers
90 questions on the Internet. Depending on your situation
and objectives they represent a useful guide....and I stress the
word guide. Pick and choose your questions and remember to
be flexible. Avoid asking two questions at the same time.
One answer from your interviewee may lead you on a tangent
that is very vital to the family history.

As the interviewer, you should make some notes
during the interview. This will help you in covering your
questions and returning to a comment you feel needs some
elaboration. Also, be very sure to indicate the date and
locations where the interview is taking place as well as
identifying the interviewee as well as the interviewer.
Summary:

If you are interested in doing an oral interview,
realize any interview will require planning, preparing the
site, developing a list of questions, and having some good
communication techniques.

If a video camera is your preference, it is absolutely
necessary to seriously approach the project with good
planning. You do not have to be a Stephen Spielberg. The
resulting video should be a record that you can be proud of
and a major addition to your genealogical research.

Some References: Donald Ritchie, "Doing Oral History" Twaync

Publishers, NY, 1995 (available from Amazon.com) Wm. Zimmerman, "How

to Tape Instant Oral Biographies" Betterway Publishers, 1999.
Lawrence P. Gouldrup, "Writing the Family Narrative," Ancestry

Publishing 1998 (check http://shops!ancestry.com)
Mary Loverde, "Touching Tomorrow - How to Interview Your

Loved Ones to Capture a Lifetime of Memories," Simon & Schuster, 2000
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ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEW,
QUESTIONS AND TOPICS

Anon. A JewishGen InfoFile
Following is a list of qnestions that may be used when
interviewing an older member of the family. You can, of
course, alter them to suit your particular family (cultural
background, etc.). Some questions to ask: 1. How old are you
now? 2. When were you born? 3. Where were you born? 4.
Where was your mother born? 5. Do you know what her
maideu name was? 6. Do you know where your mother's
mother (your grandmother on your mother's side) was born?
7. How about your mother's father? Where was your
grandfather (on your mother's side) born? 8. What country
did your mother's ancestors come from? 9. What part of the
country did your mother's ancestors come from? 10. Where
was your father born? 11. Do you know where your father's
mother (your grandmother on your father's side) was born?
12. What about your father's father (your grandfather on
your father's side)? Do you know where he was born or where
he came from? 13. Do you remember hearing any stories
about why your ancestors-either on your father's or mother's
side ofthe family-came to America? 14. What kind of person
was your grandmother? What did she look like? How many
children did she have? 15. How many aunts and uncles do you
have on your mother's side? On your father's side? 16. What
were some of your grandmother's best qualities? Her worst
qualities? 17. Did your grandmother have some special
talents? 18. How important was your grandmother to you? Do
you think she had any effect or influence on you? 19. Do you
know what your grandmother died of? 20. Where is your
grandmother buried? 21. What kind of work did your
grandfather do? 22. Will you describe your grandfather?
What did he look like? What kind of personality did he have?
Did he influence you in any way? How? 23. Are you like him
in any way? 24. Do you know how he died? When did he die?
Where is he buried? 25. Can you tell me a story about either
your grandmother or grandfather that would characterize
her-perhaps something she did, or the way she reacted to
something that happened to her or some member of her
family? 26. How did your grandmother and grandfather
meet? 27. Were there any family heirlooms/property, etc.
that have been handed down from generation to generation?
What are they? Where are they now? 28. Can you think of
anything else about your grandparents? 29. Can you tell me
about any "black sheep" in the family? 30. Are there any
stories about famous or infamous relatives on either side of
the family? 31. Has anybody in the family ever had any
unusual psychic abilities or special powers (fortune telling,
second sight, ESP, etc)? 32. Have any of those special powers
been passed on in the family? 33. What about your parents?
Did they ever tell you how they met and fell in love? Tell me
that story. 34. How and when did your parents decide to get
married? 35. What did your parents do together before they

got married? What kinds of places did they go for
entertainment, for social life? 36. When and where was your
mother born? Your father? 37. Where did they grow up? 38.
Did your mother or father ever tell you what their childhood
was like? 39. What did your mother do before she was
married? Did she work? What kind of work did she do? 40.
Was your mother previously married before she married your
father? 41. How many children did your mother have? 42.
Can you give me the names of your mother's children? 43.
What year was each of your mother's children born? 44. Who
is the oldest child? The youngest? 45. Can you describe your
mother to me? What did she look like? 46. If you can
remember the way your mother looked, what is she doing
now, in your thoughts? How do you picture her now? 47. Did
your mother or father have any birthmarks or scars? Do you
know how they got the scars? 48. Can you tell me a story
about your mother-something she did or the way she
was--that you remember most? 49. Did your mother have any
hobbies? Was she artistic? Musical? Did she sew or have any
other "craft" hobbies? What were her hobbies? 50. Did your
mother work outside of the home? What kind of work did she
do? 51. Was your mother a good cook? What was her favorite
meal? What meal did she make that was your favorite? Can
you cook as well as your mother? 52. Did either of your
parents read to you when you were small? Did they tell you
bedtime stories? 53. Was either of your parents actively
involved in the community? 54. What skills or talents did you
learn from either your mother or father? 55. What important
lesson or lessons did either one teach you? 56. Tell me about
your mother's temper? Did she ever lose her temper that you
remember? Why did she lose it? How did it finally end up?
57. Did your mother or father have a good sense of humor?
58. Can you remember when your mother or father cried?
Why did they cry? 59. What is the saddest event you can
remember? 60. Do you think you inherited some of your
mother's emotional qualities? Which ones? 61. Tell me how
you are like your mother? Your father? 62. How was your
mother's health, generally? 63. Was she ever severely ill or
injured? Tell me about it. 64. What religion was your mother
raised in? Your father? 65. What do you think was the
greatest tragedy your mother or father suffered in their lives?
66. What was your mother's attitude about premarital sex, or
teenage sexuality? How did she feel about teenagers in
general? 67. How were young men and women expected to
behave when you were a teenager? 68. What do you think
your mother or father would say about today's teenagers? 69.
Did either of your parents ever talk to you about sex
(sex-education)? 70. When did your mother die? Your father?
71. What cemetery are they buried in? 72. Did your mother
or father ever say how they felt about death or dying? What
was their attitude about it? 73. Tell me about your parents'
education (grandparents, etc.), How much education did they
have? Where did they go to school? Can you remember if
they ever said anything about their experiences at school? 74.
What kinds of dreams of the future did your mother/father
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have? Did any of their dreams come true? 75. Did your
parents/grandparents live through any wars? Which one?
Was your father or grandfather in the military during the
war? Did either one ever fight in a battle? Where? Were they
ever wounded? Were any of your ancestors killed in battle?
76. Tell me a story about your father, something that stands
out clearly in your mind. 77. What are you thinking right
now? Happy thoughts or sad? 78. Was your father or
grandfather physically strong? Did either of them like to
work outdoors? Did either of them have hobbies? What did
they teach you, that you can remember? 79. Did your father
or grandfather have lots of friends? Did they like lots of
people around? 80. Describe your surroundings when you
were a child? Can you picture the kitchen? 81. Did your
parents or grandparents believe in an afterlife? Were they
worried about it'! 82. Tell me about your uncles or aunts.
What are their names? Can you tell me what years they were
born? What do you remember most about them? Does any
ONE stand out in your memory? Why? 83. Who was your
favorite cousin? Why? 84. Are you in touch with any of your
aunts, uncles, cousins? Where do they live? How can I get in
touch with them? 85. How many sisters and brothers do you
have? What are their names? What years were they born?
Did any of them die in childhood? Did any of them die when
adults? What did they die of? 86. Did you have a favorite
brother or sister? Why "favorite"? 87. What was the major
news event of your life? How did you feel about it? What
influence did it have on you? 88. What political party did
your parents or grandparents belong to? Did they vote? 89.
Do you remember your grandparents' parents (your
great-grandparents)? What were their names? How old were
they when they died? Where are they buried? 90. Did your
parents or grandparents speak a foreign language? What
language?

NEWS FROM ISJM
The International Survey of Jewish Monuments

circulates news via e-mail relating to Jewish art, architecture
and historic sites. This information is provided as a service to
our email list. Feel free to send this information on, or to
reproduce it giving credit to IS-JM as the source. Further
information about items reported can often be found on our
website at www.isjm.org>

The Lower East Side Remembered & Revisited:
History and Guide to a Legendary New York Neighborhood by
Joyce Mendelsohn. (Lower East Side Press, New York, 2001)
[ISBN 0-9708685-0-21

This handy introduction to New York's famous
neighborhood serves as a reference and a guidebook. It covers
the past and present of religious and secular sites, recreating
the complex and varied history of the buildings and people of
the Lower East Side. To learn more about touring the Lower
East Side and for a virtual tour of the historic Bialystoker
Synagogue click 011 http://wwwllycjewishtours.com>
Source: ISJM 1111212001

"NAB THE LIVING" continued from pg. 5
not to one of their own children, but to the youngest child of
their grandparents' youngest child.
The passing of information or heirlooms might not have taken
place in a linear fashion. What will happen to these items
when the family member dies? Do their chi dren or
grandchildren even know or care?

The potential loss of these items is greater when the
family member has no descendants and lives a distance from
other family members (although having children living next
door does not guarantee that they won't just put your stuff out
on the curb along with that nasty carpet from the
basement.)

Some of these family members might not be online
and might not be accessible with the click of a mouse. Some
might even have difficulty having a phone conversation or
writing a letter. An on-site visit might be the only way to
interview the relative. There are many genealogists who are
"offline" just as there are many genealogy records that are
"offline. "

There's no guarantee the family member will talk
with you or share what information they have, yet it still may
be worth a chance. Your best resource may have hands and
feet instead of brick and mortar. Don't neglect it.

Editors note: Michael John Neill, is the Course I Coordinator
at the Genealogical Institute of Mid America (GIMA) held annually in
Springfield, Illinois, and is also on the faculty of Carl Sandburg College in
Galesburg, Illinois. Michael is the Web columnist for the FGS FORUM
and is on the editorial board of the Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly. He conducts seminars and lectures on a "ide
variety of geuealogical and computer topics aud contributes to
several genealogical publications, including Ancestry and
"Genealogical Computing." You can e-mail him at:
mailto: Dloeill@asc.csc.cc.i1.us or visit his Web site at:
http://www.rootdig.com/Copyright2001.MyFamiIy.com. FrOID Ancestry
Daily News, 29 August 2001

HELP FOR FAMIL Y INTERVIEWS
Looking for more help with your family interviews? Check
out these resources from the Ancestry.com Library:

I)Interview Questions http://www.ancestry.comllibrary/
view/news/a rticIes/3425.asp
2) "Clues for Successful Interviews,"
by Juliana Smith (Family History Compass, 20 Feb 2001)
http://www.ancestry.comllibrary/view/news/articIes/3427.asp
3) "Oral Histories, Part 1," by Roseann Reinemuth Hogan
("Ancestry" Magazine, July/August 1995)
http://www.ancestry.comllibrary/view/ancmagI2238.asp
4)"Oral Histories, Part 2"(" Ancestry" Magazine, Nov/Dec
1995) http://www.ancestry.com/library/view/ancmag/2498.asp
5) "The Third Degree: Tips for a Successful Interview,"
by George Thurston ("Ancestry" Magazine, Jan/Feb 1998)
http://www.ancestry.com/library/view/ancmag/711.asp
6) Tips for Oral History Interviewing
by Kip Sperry (Kip's Tips, 22 February 2000)
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search, how to keep records, how to search,
how to interview, etc. There are current Newslet-
ters of many Genealogical Societies for your pe-
rusal, many with fascinating articles of general
or specific interest. There are also periodicals
such as the respected "Avotaynu".
Recently we placed a new "Catalog of Library
Holdings" at the Library. During the coming
months, we intend to better organize the collec-
tion for easier retrieval. We will also try to break
the Catalog Listing down by subject to make it
easier to locate items of interest to you. Cur-
rently the library is for reference only; and the
items do not circulate. If there is an item that you
really need to have more time with, please con-
tact me for special arrangements.
So there you have it. Go there and use it to fur-
ther your research and please let me know what
you like or don't like about the Library.
Herb Adler, JGSGO Librarian-- e-mail: her-
bela@adelphia .net or 407-239-8195

W hat do you know about our JGSGO li-
brary? Have you ever used it? Have you any
idea what is contained there? Do you even know
where it is? Well, let me enlighten you.
Our library collection is housed in the Holocaust
Memorial Resource and Education Center.
The HMREC has graciously allowed us one cor-
ner of their fine library to shelve our holdings.
Currently, the Center is open Monday through
Thursday from 9 am to 5 pm, and Friday from
9 am to 1 pm.
Now that you know the where and when, let me
tell you about the collection and the facilities. We
have about 300 items including audiotapes,
videotapes, microfiche, diskettes and CD-ROMs,
maps, atlases and gazetteers, and books. We
have a microfiche reader, and a computer.
These are all available for your use.
The collection is eclectic, not focusing on any
particular subject, but there are many items per-
taining to Eastern Europe. There are a number
of guides explaining how to begin a genealogical
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